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COFFEE 
BREAKS 

CAROL WHITE

 Short Stories 

CAROL WHITE is a seven-time award-winning novelist, playwright,and freelance writer.  Her fiction, 
essays and columns have been published by The East Hampton Star, The Sun-Sentinel, Writers 
Journal, Insight for Playwrights, Working Writers, Woman’s World, The Florida Writer, and others.  
A member of the National League of American Pen Women, South Florida Theatre League, Florida 
Writers Association, Florida Mystery Writers and National Women’s Book Association, she is the 
former Executive Producer for the Boca Raton Theatre Guild. White moderates playwriting and 
memoir workshops, and is a popular speaker in South Florida. Visit www.carolwhitefiction.com. 

“Bittersweet slice-of-life stories, brewed perfectly to be savored with coffee or 
your drink of choice.”  —Mary Yuhas, Harvard Square Editions columnist  

Carol White’s Coffee Breaks is a collection of thirteen short stories plus a bonus 
novelette for dessert. Slice-of-life stories run the gamut from down-to-earth 
romance to hopeful scammers and everything in between. Escape into realistic 
dramas such as A Change of Plants, where Lara, an abused wife, champions 
through a somber situation, or laugh along with Jenna after she makes the most 
out of a broken engagement and called-off wedding in The Icing on the Cake. The 
award-winning story Gone Cat has Brooke chasing through her parents’ Florida 
retirement community trying to locate their runaway cat. The bonus novelette, 
Picture You and Me, takes sibling rivalry to a whole new dimension and to a 
satisfying conclusion. The charming stories in Coffee Breaks have two things in 
common: characters who rely on prayer and inspirational guidance to shape their 
future paths—and well, coffee, of course! 

“A relatable and refreshing collection of stories suitable for 
all, affirming faith in the goodness of the human heart.”  

  

—Dr. Barbara Lunde, Senior Minister,  
Center for Spiritual Living, Boca Raton
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